Satellite-observed solar-induced fluorescence to monitor global plant stress
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Abstract: Biophysical feedbacks on climate depend on plant responses to stress conditions. Yet current land surface models (LSMs) still treat plant stress rudimentarily, and typically assume the same sensitivity to soil moisture for all vegetation types. There is a need therefore to investigate the dynamics of vegetation stress at the global scale, both to further understand the effect of land feedbacks on climate, as well as to improve the representation of these processes in LSMs. Here, we explore an index of evaporative stress (i.e. the ratio of actual to potential evaporation) based on satellite solar-induced fluorescence (SIF) observations, and we compare it to the estimates of evaporative stress by various LSMs from the earth2Observe database. Results of validations against in situ evaporative stress – calculated from the FLUXNET2015 eddy-covariance archive – indicate that the SIF-based stress index outperforms the estimates of the LSMs across the majority of sites, with the exception of regions with sparse vegetation in which bare soil evaporation dominates the flux of vapour from land to atmosphere. This innovative SIF application can be used to further understand land–atmosphere feedbacks from different ecosystem types.
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1. Introduction

Stomatal closure is regulated by plants to optimize water and carbon dioxide exchanges [1-3]. The proficiency of this optimization is contingent on plant species and environmental conditions such as temperature, radiation and water availability. Current land surface models (LSMs) typically parameterize these stressors and introduce dimensionless plant stress factors as multiplicative to net photosynthesis, stomatal conductance, potential transpiration, or other physical vegetation processes [e.g. 4-6]. In the case of water stress, the corresponding stress factor in LSM is often referred to as β. Some authors also refer to evaporative stress (S) in the context of evaporation, which when referred to transpiration may involve phenological controls other than water stress (see e.g. [7]). These multiplicative factors typically range from 0 (maximum stress) to 1 (minimum stress), and are commonly a function of normalized soil moisture (θ) standardized between field capacity (θfc) or critical point (θc) and wilting point (θwp). Functions used to represent the response of these factors to declines in soil moisture range from linear to highly nonlinear depending on the model (Figure 1) – (see also e.g. [8]). The numerous influencers on vegetation health make modeling of stress factors and their subsequent impact on transpiration and photosynthesis difficult, and the lack of global observations prevents exhaustive validation testing.
Solar-induced fluorescence (SIF) is a subtle glow of energy emitted by vegetation during photosynthesis [9]. Recently, satellite observations of SIF have been shown to closely mimic the spatiotemporal variability of photosynthesis [10] and can constrain gross primary production measurements [11]. Given the nexus between photosynthesis and transpiration through stomatal regulation, a link between SIF observations and evaporative stress can be hypothesised. Here we use normalized SIF data as a proxy of $S$, understood as the ratio of actual over potential evaporation, and present the principal in situ validation dataset of stress across FLUXNET towers following the methodology presented in Maes et al [in review], 12. The $S$ estimates from three LSMS and one evaporation retrieval model from the eartH2Observe database (http://www.earth2observe.eu) are also compared against FLUXNET tower derived stress to better contextualize the potential improvements that SIF may provide for monitoring evaporative stress and transpiration.

2. Experiments

2.1 Data

SIF measurements are taken from the European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMESTAT) Meteorological Operational Satellite-A (MetOp-A) using the Köhler et al., 2015 [13] retrieval method for the period 2007–2014 at 0.5° resolution. Data is subsequently temporally gapfilled to daily scale and smoothed using a 15-day moving window, and standardised as defined in Pagan et al. [in review], 14. Data from three LSMS (Hydrology Tiled European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Scheme for Surface Exchanges over Land – Catchment-based Macro-scale Floodplain model; HITESSEL-CaMa, Joint United Kingdom Land Environment Simulator; JULES and Organising Carbon and Hydrology in Dynamic Ecosystems; ORCHIDEE) and one evaporation retrieval algorithm (Global Land Evaporation Amsterdam Model; GLEAM) is taken from the eartH2Observe database for 2007–2014 at 0.25° resolution. Three models (GLEAM, HITESSEL and ORCHIDEE) provide actual ($E_a$) and potential evaporation ($E_p$), thus stress can be estimated by:

$$S = \frac{E_a}{E_p}$$
In the case of JULES, $S$ is not computed since $E_p$ is not available, thus $\beta$ is issued instead, which is derived by JULES as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, the $S$ in JULES considers here only incorporates the effect of water stress, while for the other models it may incorporate other stress factors depending on their own definition of $E_p$. All other models from the eartH2Observe initiative are excluded due to $E_p$ nor $\beta$ being outputted. A summary of evaporation calculations used by each model and subsequent stress formulation used for this analysis can be found in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Evaporation</th>
<th>Stress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GLEAM [15]</td>
<td>Priestley and Taylor</td>
<td>$S = \frac{E_a}{E_p}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTESSEL-CaMa [16-17]</td>
<td>Penman-Monteith</td>
<td>$S = \frac{E_a}{E_p}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| JULES [5]      | Penman-Monteith  | $S = \beta = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{\theta_c - \theta_{wp}} & \theta \geq \theta_c \\
\theta - \theta_{wp} & \theta < \theta < \theta_c \\
0 & \theta \leq \theta_{wp}
\end{cases}$ |
| ORCHIDEE [18]  | Bulk PET [19]    | $S = \frac{E_a}{E_p}$                           |

2.2 Validation

Data from the FLUXNET2015 archive (http://fluxnet.fluxdata.org/data/fluxnet2015-dataset/) is used to create an in situ evaporative stress validation dataset [12]. Stress is defined as the ratio of $E_a$ to $E_p$ (same as Eq. 1) for flux towers where $E_p$ is estimated by a subset of unstressed days as outlined in Maes et al [12]. After masking for rain and snow using daily data from Multi-Source Weighted-Ensemble Precipitation (MSWEP v2.0) [20] and the European Space Agency (ESA) GLOBSNOW product [21], a minimum of 100 flux tower observations are required for each tower to remain in the comparison. Data from towers located in the same 0.5° pixel from the SIF grid are averaged. After masking, a total of 29 FLUXNET towers are used for the analysis.

3. Results

SIF derived stress outperforms all models in the comparisons to in situ $S$ with the highest average correlation (0.68) amongst flux towers (Figure 2a). The correlation for the SIF derived stress factor ranges from 0.08 for Au-Wom to 0.95 for US-MMS. Au-Wom represents an outlier and exhibits low performance across all models, likely due to the atypical dynamics of the evaporative stress in this site. HTESSEL (0.55) and GLEAM v3a (0.14) follow in terms of mean performance, while JULES and ORCHIDEE exhibit average correlations close to zero. Nonetheless, the lower performance from JULES can be expected, as its stress factor only reflects soil moisture conditions and does not consider other potential constraints that may lead to differences between the actual land supply and the atmospheric demand for water, such as heat stress, low temperatures or vegetation leaf-out.

The cross correlations between each $S$ estimate and the flux towers $S$ are calculated for each site using lags of +/- 6 months. The lag of the highest cross-correlation is shown in Figure 2b. For the
The overwhelming majority of sites, the SIF-based estimates are capable of capturing the seasonal cycle of evaporative stress from the in situ sites, as evidenced by the highest correlations being exhibited at zero lag. On the other hand, JULES demonstrates a clear delay in stress response ranging from 1-4 months, while ORCHIDEE exhibits a mixed signal, with lags in either direction.

**Figure 2.** (a) Correlations of SIF-based and model-based S versus the tower estimates at 29 flux sites. (b) Lag (number of months) in which the cross-correlation is maximised.

### 4. Discussion

Since the SIF-derived S is only a measure of the evaporative stress of the vegetated fraction within the satellite footprint, its performance as evaporative stress indicator is overall lower in regions (e.g. US-Whs with over 50% bare soil). The LSMs include bare soil evaporation calculations, and commonly weight pixels based on fractions of vegetated area, explaining the improved performance for certain models relative to the SIF-based estimates over towers in regions with sparse or no vegetation. The analysed LSMs exhibit issues in capturing the seasonality of evaporative stress, either due to a too early or late wetting or drying. The SIF-derived stress appears to effectively capture this seasonality.

### 5. Conclusions

Overall, SIF-derived evaporative stress shows higher correlations against flux tower estimates than the analysed LSMs. Therefore, SIF can potentially be used to capture the heterogeneous response of vegetation to stress factors without numerous parameterizations, resulting in an observational and accurate representation of evaporative stress. The implications of this research are relevant to (a) the hydrology and climate modelling communities, given the opportunity to utilize our SIF-based evaporative stress to benchmark model representation of the land control over the atmospheric demand for water, and (b) the remote sensing community, that will see how an observation originally intended for the study of the carbon cycle is valorized through its application to study water cycle dynamics.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
CaMa: Catchment-based Macro-scale Floodplain model
EMCWF: European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
EUMESTAT: European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological
ESA: European Space Agency
GLEAM: Global Land Evaporation Amsterdam Model
HTESSEL: Hydrology Tiled ECMWF Scheme for Surface Exchanges over Land
JULES: Joint United Kingdom Land Environment Simulator
LSM: land surface model
Met-OpA: Meteorological Operational Satellite-A
MSWEP: Multi-Source Weighted-Ensemble
ORCHIDEE: Organising Carbon and Hydrology in Dynamic Ecosystems
SIF: solar-induced fluorescence
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